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SATs are the Standardised Assessment Tests 
that are given to children at the end of Key Stage 
2.
This year, SATs will take place over four days, 
starting on Tuesday 9th May ending on Friday 
12th May. (Monday 8th May is a bank holiday 
this year.)

What are the SATs?



What tests will the children actually take?

The SATs papers consist of:
Grammar, punctuation and spelling (paper 1: 
GPS) – Tuesday 9th May
Grammar, punctuation and spelling (paper 2: 
Spelling) – Tuesday 9th May
Reading – Wednesday 10th May
Maths (paper 1: Arithmetic) – Thursday 11th May
Maths (paper 2: Reasoning) – Thursday 11th May
Maths (paper 3: Reasoning) – Friday 12th May



What tests will the children actually take?

The key stage 2 tests must be taken on the 
set dates; so it is vital that all children are in 
school on time that week. If there is an 
emergency with an individual child, special 
arrangements can be made for them to take 
the tests up to 5 school days afterwards.

We run a breakfast club for year 6 on the days 
of the SATs. Children are invited to come into 
school from around 8:20 in order to have 
breakfast before the tests.



What tests will the children actually take?

Writing is assessed using evidence 
collected throughout Year 6. 
There is no Year 6 SATs writing 
test.



● The tests take place during normal school 
hours, under exam conditions.

● Most children will take the tests in the new hall.
● Children are not allowed to talk to each other 

from the moment the assessments are handed 
out until they are collected at the end of the 
test.

● Each test lasts no longer than 60 minutes.

When and how the SATs are completed:



Children with additional needs (who have similar support 
as part of day-to-day learning in school) may be entitled to 
specific arrangements, including:
● Additional (extra) time;
● Tests being opened early to be modified;
● An adult to scribe (write) for them;
● Using word processors independently;
● An adult to read for them;
● The use of prompts or rest breaks.
● Children who receive these additional arrangements 

will not be taking the tests in the new hall.

Specific arrangements for SATs:



Tests are marked externally and, once 
marked, the tests will be given the following 
scores:
A raw score (total number of marks 
achieved for each paper);
A scaled score;
A judgement on if the National Standard has 
been met. (A scaled score of 100 or more.)

How the tests are marked



What do we mean by ‘Scaled 
Scores’?
100 always represent the expected ‘national 
standard’. 

Each pupil’s raw test score is therefore converted 
into a score on the scale. The scale goes from 80-
120.

A child who achieves the ‘national standard’ (a 
scaled score of 100) will be judged to have 
demonstrated sufficient knowledge in the areas 
assessed by the tests.



Why do we have scaled scores?

Every year there will be a slight variation in how ‘hard’ the 
tests are. By converting the raw scores into scaled scores, 
we can ensure that there is consistency from one year to 
another.

For example: the reading SATs test in 2016 was more 
challenging than in 2017. Therefore, the raw score you 
needed to achieve a scaled score of 100 was slightly lower 
in 2016 than in 2017. (21 in 2016 and 26 in 2017)

2016 Reading 
scaled scores



What information will you receive?

The test results will be emailed to you in early July. In 
addition, you will receive your child’s end of year report as 
usual. This will contain our teacher assessment 
judgements.

Together, the tests and assessments will give you a good 
sense of the standard at which your child is working in 
these subjects. 



Higher Attaining Pupils

Your child’s test results will tell you whether or not your 
child has met the expected standard; however they will not 
give you an official score of greater depth.
(Anyone who receives 110- 120 in their scaled score is 
generally considered to be working at greater depth.)

Our teacher assessments in maths, reading and 
writing will indicate if we think your child is working at 
greater depth.

For science, we can only assess whether or not your child 
has met the expected standard.



Higher Attaining Pupils

Our teacher assessments in maths, reading 
and writing will indicate if we think your child 
is working at greater depth.



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

Tuesday 9th May
Paper 1 focuses on all three elements (grammar, 
punctuation and spelling or GPS). The paper lasts for 45 
minutes.

Paper 2 consists of a spelling test only. It should take 
approximately 15 minutes, although this is not a set 
amount of time (pupils should be given as much time as 
they need to complete the test).

Marks for these two tests are added together to give a total 
for Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar. A total of 70 marks 
are available.



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

The grammar and punctuation test focuses on:
Grammatical terms/ word classes;
Functions of sentences;
Combining words, phrases and clauses;
Verb forms, tenses and consistency;
Punctuation;
Vocabulary;
Standard English and formality.

This test requires a range of answer types but does 
not require longer formal answers.



Paper 1: Punctuation and Grammar



Paper 2: Spelling



Reading

Wednesday 10th May

There is one reading test that lasts for 60 minutes.
The test is designed to measure if the children’s 
comprehension of age-appropriate reading material 
meets the national standard.
There are three different set texts for children to 
read. These could be any combination of non-fiction, 
fiction and/ or poetry.

A total of 50 marks are available.



Reading
The test covers the following areas (known as Content 
Domains):

Give/ explain the meaning of words in context;
Retrieve and record information/ identify key details from the 
text;
Summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph;
Make inferences from the text/ explain and justify inferences 
with evidence from the text;
Predict what might happen from details stated and implied;
Identify/ explain how information/ narrative content is related and 
contributes to meaning as a whole;
Identify/ explain how meaning is enhanced through choice of words 
and phrases;
Make comparisons within the text.



Sample questions



Sample questions



Sample questions



Mathematics

Thursday 11th May and Friday 12th May

The maths assessments consist of three tests.

Paper 1: Arithmetic (30 minutes) – Thursday 11th May

Paper 2: Reasoning (40 minutes) – Thursday 11th May

Paper 3: Reasoning (40 minutes) – Friday 12th May



Paper 1: Arithmetic



Papers 2 and 3: Reasoning

Paper 2 will take place on Thursday 11th May
and paper 3 will take place on Friday 12th May. 
These tests have a total of 35 marks each and 
last for 40 minutes each.

These papers require children to demonstrate 
their mathematical knowledge and skills, as 
well as their ability to solve problems and their 
mathematical reasoning.



Papers 2 and 3: Reasoning

They cover a wide range of mathematical topics from key 
stage 2 including:
Number and place value (including Roman numerals);
The four operations;
Geometry (properties of shape, position and direction);
Statistics;
Measurement (length, perimeter, mass, volume, time, 
money);
Algebra;
Ratio and proportion;
Fractions, decimals and percentages.



Paper 2: Example questions:



Paper 2: Example questions:



Paper 3: Example questions:



Paper 3: Example questions:



How to Help Your Child

First and foremost, support and reassure your child that 
there is nothing to worry about and they should always just 
try their best. Praise and encourage!

Ensure your child has the best possible attendance at 
school.

Support your child with any homework tasks. BUT DON’T 
DO THE HOMEWORK FOR THEM.

Make sure your child has a good sleep and healthy 
breakfast every morning!

Please do not do any old SATs papers at home. We use 
them in school to prepare the children.



How to Help Your Child with Reading
Focus on developing an enjoyment and love of reading. Read
stories together – reading stories to your child is equally as 
important as listening to your child read.

Talk about the story before, during and afterwards – discuss the 
plot; the characters, their feelings and actions; author’s use of 
language; how it makes you feel; predict what will happen and 
encourage your child to have their own opinions.

Look up definitions of words together – you could use a dictionary, 
the internet or an app on a phone or tablet.

All reading is valuable – it doesn’t have to be just stories. Reading 
can involve anything from fiction and non-fiction, poetry, 
newspapers, magazines, football programmes or TV guides.

Visit the local library - it’s free.



How to Help Your Child with Writing

Speak to and with your child. A good writer first has to be a 
good speaker.

Practise and learn weekly spelling lists – make it fun!

Encourage opportunities for writing such as letters to family 
or friends, shopping lists, notes or reminders, stories or 
poems.

Write together – be a good role model for writing.

Encourage the use of a dictionary to check spelling and a 
thesaurus to find synonyms and expand vocabulary.

Remember that good readers become good writers! 
Identify good writing features when reading (e.g. 
vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation).



How to Help Your Child with Maths

Play times tables and division games.

Play mental maths games including counting in different 
amounts, forwards and backwards.

Encourage opportunities for telling the time: digital and analogue 
and for working out elapsed time.

Encourage opportunities for counting coins and money; finding 
amounts or calculating change when shopping.

Identify, weigh or measure quantities and amounts in the kitchen 
or in recipes.

Play games involving numbers or logic, such as dominoes, card 
games, darts, draughts or chess.



N.E.P.S.
In the build up to SATs and during SATs week, we encourage you to ensure that 

your child:
• has everything ready for school the night before
• has a good night’s sleep
• has a good breakfast
• is in school on time.

We know that this is a stressful time (for you and your child!), however please provide plenty of 
encouragement and support towards your child in order to minimise any anxieties that they may 
be feeling.

One of our key learning values is for our children to feel nurtured. At North Ealing, we feel that 
it is very important that any pressure we may be feeling is not passed on to our children. They are 
determined to achieve their best and have worked hard. 

Remember – our children are lifelong learners and while the SATs are important, they are 
just one step along the road. 


